
Engineering For Kids of Metro Atlanta is 
pleased to offer workshops for Girls Scouts. 

Let us help your troop earn their 
journey and skill building badges. 

Workshops are available in Cobb, Dekalb, Fulton, Paulding, Cherokee Counties at your troop location. Please 
contact us at (770) 648-KIDS or metroatlanta@engineeringforkids.com for more information or to arrange a class. 

engineeringforkids.com/metroatlanta

DAISES BROWNIES 
Flower Garden Journey 

 Environmental Engineering - Green House
 Environmental Engineering - Solar Power

Wonders of Water Journey 
 Environmental Engineering - Save the Beach
 Environmental Engineering - Natural Filtration

Between Earth and Sky Journey 
 Environmental Engineering - Save The Beach

Inventor Badge
 Aerospace Engineering - Lunar Lander

3 Cheers for Animals Journey 
 Environmental Engineering - Goin’ Fishing
 Environmental Engineering - Thinking Green

Home Scientist Badge 
 Chemical Engineering -  Utility Dough

JUNIOR
Musician - Performance Badge

 Jr. Mechanical Engineering: Good Vibrations Guitar

CADETTES 
Special Agent Badge

 Environmental Engineering - Slick Solutions
Entertainment  - Technology Badge



 Software Engineering - Scratch Video Sensing:Musical Instruments 

Animal Habitats or Detective Badge
 Environmental Engineering - Slick Solutions

Innovation Badge
 Mechanical Engineering -  Catapults

All Engineering For Kids activities last approximately 60-90 minutes each. 

Cost: $170 Minimum up to 10 Children - 1 Activity - Each Additional Child - $17
$270 Minimum up to 10 Children - 2 Activities - Each Additional Child - $27

 Mechanical Engineering - Coasters 101

 Aerospace Engineering - Lunar Lander

 Mechanical Engineering -  Coasters 101
Video Game Design: Pong Session

Aerospace Engineering - Straw Rockets

Hands-on learning projects that are taken home. Workshop descriptions on back.

 Chemical Engineering -  Sun Painting

engineeringforkids.com/metroatlanta


Please contact us at (770) 648-KIDS or metroatlanta@engineeringforkids.com for more information or to arrange a class for your troop. 
engineeringforkids.com/metroatlanta

Apprentice Chemical Engineering

Good Vibrations Guitar - Pull out your lawn chairs and get ready to enjoy an evening of acoustic melodies. Well, maybe not yet. In this lesson, 
scouts will learn about sounds produced from vibrations. 

Lunar Lander – Scouts will learn about the importance of weight distribution in aircraft design. They will build their own custom “Lunar Lander” to 
protect their space cadet marshmallows from being ejected from their spacecraft.

Straw rockets - Scouts will have the ability to design their own air-powered rocket and the fins that stabilize the flight of the rocket. They will learn 
how launch angles, mass, and fin design all have an effect on total flight distance.

Candy Catapults – Scouts will gain a basic knowledge of how and why catapults were first created. They will build a simple catapult using a spoon 
to power their candy projectile. They will also explore the mechanics of catapults in order to increase precision and accuracy.

Coasters 101 – Scouts will use their knowledge of motion and forces to construct a functioning rollercoaster track. Collaboration will also be an 
important factor in this small group activity so students can understand that, in the workplace, engineers usually work in groups or teams.

Slick Solutions – Scouts will be faced with one of the worst types of man-made disasters - an oil spill! They will explore the challenges 
associated with cleaning up an oil spill on budget and time schedule constraints. Using minimal resources, they will be challenged to design 
effective solutions that address both the containment and recovery stages of the cleanup process.

Natural Filtration – Scouts will engineer their own design for a water filtration system while learning about the water cycle. This lesson will explore 
how the earth filters water and the importance of fresh, clean water.

Pong -  Scouts will use special software to create their own video game. One of the earliest arcade video games, is a tennis sports game featuring 
simple, two-dimensional graphics. The aim is to defeat the opponent in a simulated table tennis game by earning a higher score. At the end of 
the class, they take home a copy of the game they create.

Musical Instruments In this lesson, scouts discover how programming can help us recreate the sounds of musical instruments. They work together 
to design and program their own drum set and expand their repertoire to include a piano and other percussion instruments.

Solar Power – Scouts discuss the positive and negative effects of sun light and create a design to insulate Heat Sensitive Hypercolor thinking putty 
and prevent it from changing colors when exposed to heat. In the extension, students create their very own Sun Painting print using everyday 
objects further demonstrating the power of the sun.

Save the Beach – Scouts will investigate beach erosion and create a design that will protect their beach from eroding when exposed to water and 
air. Design an irrigation canal that will transport water over land from a river to a farm.

Greenhouse – Not every plant can grow in every environment. Scouts explore dirt discovering that there are many different kinds of soil. Working 
as environmental engineers, they will design their very own functioning greenhouse and work to create the perfect soil recipe for their plants.

Thinking Green - Scouts will design a house using natural materials showing that thinking “green” takes a lot of creative thinking and problem 
solving. They will also explore the concept of camouflage and see how engineers have borrowed this animal characteristic in designs for protective 
clothing and gear.

Goin’ Fishin’ – Scouts will work as an environmental engineer to design a fishing net that reduces the number of endangered sea turtles caught by 
commercial fishermen. In the lesson extension, students get inspired by animal characteristics and build their very own boat.

Utility Dough – Students will have the opportunity to make their own play dough using simple household materials and an inventive imagination. 
Students will learn how different materials react, chemically, and how they can change the look and feel of a mixture by adding or subtracting 
different design elements.

Sun Painting – Scouts to unleash their creative side while learning about simple photochemical processing and the light spectrum. Through guided 
trial-and-error, they will learn which visible colors are most effective at developing and exposing photographic prints. 

Jr. Environmental Engineering

Jr. Mechancial Engineering: Toys

Apprentice Aerospace Engineering

Apprentice Mechnical Engineering

Apprentice Environmental Engineering

Apprentice Video Game Design 

Apprentice Software Engineering - Scratch Video Sensing
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